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Detaching the antiferromagnetic quantum critical
point from the Fermi-surface reconstruction
in YbRh2Si2
S. Friedemann1*, T. Westerkamp1, M. Brando1, N. Oeschler1, S. Wirth1, P. Gegenwart1,2, C. Krellner1,
C. Geibel1 and F. Steglich1*

A continuous phase transition driven to zero temperature by
a non-thermal parameter, such as pressure, terminates in a
quantum critical point (QCP). At present, two main theoretical
approaches are available for antiferromagnetic QCPs in heavy-
fermion systems. The conventional one is the quantum
generalization of finite-temperature phase transitions, which
reproduces the physical properties in many cases1–5. More
recent unconventional models incorporate a breakdown of the
Kondo effect, giving rise to a Fermi-surface reconstruction6–8—
YbRh2Si2 is a prototype of this category5,9–11. In YbRh2Si2,
the antiferromagnetic transition temperature merges with the
Kondo breakdown at the QCP. Here, we study the evolution of
the quantum criticality in YbRh2Si2 under chemical pressure.
Surprisingly, for positive pressure we find the signature
of the Kondo breakdown within the magnetically ordered
phase, whereas negative pressure induces their separation,
leaving an intermediate spin-liquid-type ground state over an
extended range. This behaviour suggests a new quantum phase
arising from the interplay of the Kondo breakdown and the
antiferromagnetic QCP.

In heavy-fermion systems, the Kondo effect leads to the
formation of composite quasiparticles of the f and conduction-
electron states with largely renormalized masses forming a Landau
Fermi-liquid ground state in the paramagnetic regime well below
the Kondo temperature TK. These quasiparticles are assumed to
stay intact at the quantum critical point (QCP) in the conventional
models in which magnetic order arises through a spin-density-
wave (SDW) instability. However, the observation of magnetic
correlations in CeCu5.9Au0.1 being of local character11 prompted a
series of theoretical descriptions that discard this basic assumption.
Rather, they focus on the breakdown of the Kondo effect, which
causes the f states to become localized and decoupled from the
conduction-band states at the QCP where one expects the Fermi
surface to be reconstructed7. Consequently, a new energy scale
T ? is predicted reflecting the finite-temperature T crossover of
the Fermi-surface volume. This picture has been scrutinized in
tetragonal YbRh2Si2 (TK ≈ 25K; ref. 12), a stoichiometric and
very clean heavy-fermion metal that seems to be ideally suited
for this kind of study9,12: antiferromagnetic order sets in at a very
low temperature TN = 0.07K and can easily be suppressed by a
small magnetic field of µ0HN = 60mT (H ⊥ c , with c being the
magnetically hard axis). Hall-effect experiments13 have detected
a rapid change of the Hall coefficient along a line T ?(H ) that
converges with HN, the width of the Hall crossover extrapolating
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to zero for T → 0. This change was considered evidence for
an abrupt change of the Fermi-surface volume indicating a
correspondence between T ?(H ) and the Kondo-breakdown energy
scale. Subsequent thermodynamic and transport investigations
confirmed T ?(H ) to be a new energy scale14. The a.c. susceptibility
χ ′(T ) turned out to exhibit a pronounced maximum at T ?, which
can be particularly well distinguished from the sharp signature at
TN. The magnetoresistance exhibits a step-like crossover similar to
the Hall coefficient. In fact, recent calculations for a Kondo lattice
predict such a feature for both transport properties15. Furthermore,
the magnetization shows a smeared kink at T ?(H ) between two
almost linear regimes with different slopes14. The anomaly atT ?(H )
in all isothermal measurements can be described either by the same
crossover function proposed for theHall effect or its integral version
resembling a smeared kink. The maximum in χ ′(T ) is a natural
consequence of the magnetization kink being smeared and shifted
to higher fields as the temperature is raised.

The Fermi-surface reconstruction may also occur away from the
antiferromagnetic QCP as observed in CeIn3 and CeRh1−xCoxIn5
(refs 16, 17). It is therefore very important to understand
the interplay between the phenomena assigned to the Kondo
breakdown and the magnetic order. We address this issue by
investigating YbRh2Si2 under positive and negative chemical
pressure, which was realized by partial isoelectronic substitution
of smaller Co or larger Ir for Rh, respectively (the analogy of
chemical and external pressure is discussed in Supplementary
Information A). In Yb systems, pressure yields a stabilization
of magnetism, in particular an increase of TN (ref. 18). On
the other hand, negative pressure, corresponding to a lattice
expansion, reduces TN.

The T–H phase diagrams of Yb(Rh0.94Ir0.06)2Si2 and
Yb(Rh0.93Co0.07)2Si2 (labelled 6% Ir and 7% Co in the following)
are compared with that of YbRh2Si2 in Fig. 1. This set emphasizes
the evolution of the various energy scales. First, the magnetic
one follows the expected pressure dependence: for 6% Ir, TN is
depressed below 0.02 K, whereas in the case of 7% Co, TN is
enhanced to 0.41 K. Second, the energy scale T ?(H ) virtually does
not change its position in the T–H phase diagram. Consequently,
T ?(H ) is separated from TN(H ) in 6% Ir, whereas they intersect in
7% Co. Finally, at fields above the respective critical fields H ? (for
6% Ir) andHN (for 7% Co) at which T ?(H ) and TN(H ) vanish, the
Fermi-liquid phase forms below TFL(H ).

These findings were mainly deduced from the temperature-
dependent a.c. susceptibility χ ′(T ) shown in Fig. 2. For 6% Ir,
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Figure 1 | Evolution of the T–H phase diagram of YbRh2Si2 under
negative and positive chemical pressure. The open circles represent the
position of T?(H) determined from the maximum of the a.c. susceptibility
χ ′(T). The crossover temperature to the Landau Fermi-liquid state, TFL, was
deduced from the onset of the quadratic temperature dependence in the
electrical resistivity ρ(T). In the phase diagram of Yb(Rh0.94Ir0.06)2Si2
(upper panel), the dotted line renders the phase boundary of the
antiferromagnetically ordered state estimated from that of YbRh2Si2by
scaling both axes with a= TN

6% Ir/TN
YbRh2Si2 ≈0.29 (see Supplementary

Information A). For Yb(Rh0.93Co0.07)2Si2(lower panel), the
Néel-temperature TN was determined from ρ(T). The lower transition at TL

as derived from χ ′ bifurcates in finite fields (see Supplementary
Information B). The data for pure YbRh2Si2 are reproduced from ref. 14. The
lines are guides to the eye. The error bars represent standard errors.

no signature of magnetic order is observed as the zero-field curve
increases monotonically with decreasing T . An antiferromagneti-
cally ordered state is anticipated at even lower temperatures (see
Supplementary InformationA).On the other hand,χ ′(T ) of 7%Co
exhibits a sharp kink at TN = 0.41K and a cusp at TL = 0.06K,
the critical temperature of a second, presumably also antiferromag-
netic, transition. In external fields, these two transitions are shifted
to lower temperatures, with the lower one bifurcating as detailed in
Supplementary Information B. For 6% Ir and 7% Co, a maximum
in χ ′(T ) assigned to T ?(H ) is observed above 45mT and 55mT,
respectively. In an increasing field, this maximum shifts to higher
temperatures. Remarkably, for 7% Co the maximum appears both
below TN at small fields, and above TN at fields of 150mT and
higher. This clearly illustrates that the energy scales, TN(H ) and
T ?(H ), indeed intersect.

In Fig. 3, we compare the signatures of T ?(H ) in magneto-
resistance as well as in magnetization for stoichiometric YbRh2Si2,

7% Co and 6% Ir. At 0.5 K, the magnetoresistance curves of
these three samples exhibit an almost identical, step-like crossover.
In particular, the inflection point assigned to T ?(H ) (ref. 14) is
nearly unchanged by chemical pressure, resembling the results from
susceptibility and magnetization (discussed below). In the case
of 7% Co, this holds true above TN, whereas at lower tempera-
tures the inflection point is locked to the antiferromagnetic phase
boundary (not shown).

We analysed the magnetization M as outlined in supporting
online material for ref. 14 as M̃ =M + ∂M/∂H ·H =M +χ ′H .
In Fig. 3b, we focus on the data at the lowest temperatures,
which unambiguously prove the existence of the T ? anomaly also
within the antiferromagnetic phase of 7% Co. M̃ (H ) exhibits a
broadened kink at T ?(H ) between two linear regimes with different
slopes14. In addition to, but clearly distinct from, this kink at
T ?(H ), a small peak is observed at 220mT for 7% Co, which is
related to the critical field of the ordered phase. Therefore, our
magnetization and susceptibility results on 7% Co yield striking
evidence for the crossover at T ?(H ) to also occur inside the
antiferromagnetic ordered phase. A re-examination of existing
magnetization data19 confirms this finding for YbRh2Si2 under
external pressure, supporting the equivalence to chemical pressure.
To check for possible disorder effects, a comprehensive study of
YbRh2Si2 under hydrostatic pressure is in preparation.

Exactly such an intersection of TN(H ) and T ?(H ), as observed
for 7% Co, is expected in the three-dimensional (3D) SDW theory.
As shown in Supplementary Information D, the field dependence
of the Néel temperature in the vicinity of HN indeed follows
the anticipation of the 3D SDW theory. However, ref. 6 predicts
that critical fluctuations ought to be 2D once TN(H ) and T ?(H )
converge at the antiferromagnetic QCP, as observed for pure
YbRh2Si2 (refs 13, 14).

We now turn to the interesting case of 6% Ir where, according
to our results, the critical fields HN and H ? seem to become
separated from each other (Fig. 1, top panel). The resistivity
versus temperature curves measured in various fields are shown
in Fig. 4. In zero field, ρ(T ) is quasi-linear below 1K with a
slight upward curvature at the lowest temperatures. In small
external fields, this curvature is reduced, yielding the steepest
curve at 50mT. A T 2 form indicative of a Fermi-liquid ground
state is observed only at fields exceeding 50mT (see the lines in
Fig. 4). The A coefficient in the Fermi-liquid regime, which is
proportional to the effective quasiparticle–quasiparticle scattering
cross-section, follows a (H −HA

c )
−1 divergence with a critical field

ofµ0HA
c =30(5)mT (Fig. 4, bottom inset) close toHFL=35(5)mT,

the field at which TFL vanishes in the zero temperature limit.
An important finding of this study is that HFL is substantially
larger than the critical field of the antiferromagnetically ordered
phase µ0HN ≈ 15mT. In addition, the T ?(H ) line extrapolates
to a critical field µ0H ?

≈ 40mT in close vicinity to HFL and HA
c

(see Fig. 4, top inset). Consequently, our results reveal a finite
field range within which the resistivity exhibits non-Fermi-liquid
behaviour. Obviously, neither the crossover at T ?(H ) nor that at
TFL(H ) is linked to the critical field of the antiferromagnetically
ordered phase. We note that similar behaviour was observed for
Yb0.95La0.05Rh2Si2, for which ρ(T ) is linear in fields up to 40mT,
where neither a magnetically ordered nor a Fermi-liquid ground
state was found20.

The divergence of the A coefficient backs the presence of
a QCP connected with the vanishing energy scale T ?. Further
support for a QCP at H ? stems from the analysis of the resistivity
exponent n in ρ(T )− ρ0 ∝ T n, shown in Fig. 4, top inset, as a
coloured contour plot. The blue region (n=2) reflects Fermi-liquid
behaviour. Deviations are ascribed to the quantum criticality9:
in fact, the red region (n = 1) is clearly linked to T ? and well
separated from the critical field of the antiferromagnetic order.
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Figure 2 | Signatures of the energy scales T?(H) and TN(H) in the susceptibility. a,b, Temperature-dependent a.c. susceptibility χ ′(T) of
Yb(Rh0.94Ir0.06)2Si2 (a) and Yb(Rh0.93Co0.07)2Si2 (b) at selected magnetic fields H⊥ c. The red arrows indicate the temperatures of the maxima assigned
to T?. For the 7% Co sample, the onset of antiferromagnetic ordering in χ ′(T) is marked by the green line. A second transition at TL is reflected as a peak in
χ ′(T), marked by a black arrow.
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Figure 3 | Signatures of T?(H) in magnetoresistance and magnetization. a,b, Field dependence of magnetoresistance for Yb(Rh0.94Ir0.06)2Si2,
Yb(Rh0.93Co0.07)2Si2 and YbRh2Si2 at 0.5 K (a) and M̃=M+χ ′H (b). Whereas M̃ curves for the former two samples are taken at 0.05 K, the one for
YbRh2Si2 is at TN=0.07 K to avoid interference of T? and TN. The lines in b represent fits of equation (1) to the data. The arrows in a and b mark the
inflection point and the crossover field H0, respectively (see the Methods section for the fitting procedure used to extract H0). Both features are assigned
to T?(H) (see Supplementary Information C).

To underline that the QCP at H ? cannot be of magnetic origin,
Supplementary Information E shows the T ?(H ) line to be still at
the same position in the phase diagram for 17% Ir substitution,
although here no antiferromagnetic order is expected at all21.
This indicates a separation of the antiferromagnetic QCP from
the Kondo-breakdown QCP. In the intermediate field range, the

local f moments are expected to be neither Kondo screened
nor antiferromagnetically ordered. This highlights a new metallic
‘spin-liquid’-type ground state that has to be explored in more
detail. The existence of a ‘spin liquid’ in a Kondo lattice has
been speculated8,22, but the conditions under which it might be
realized remain uncertain. The quasi-linear resistivity predicted in
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Figure 4 | Signatures of Fermi-liquid and non-Fermi-liquid behaviour in
the resistivity of Yb(Rh0.94Ir0.06)2Si2. Temperature dependence of the
resistivity ρ(T) at selected magnetic fields. The lines indicate Fermi-liquid
behaviour, that is, fits to ρ(T)= ρ0+ATn with the exponent n= 2 and ρ0

being the residual resistivity, for temperatures below TFL (marked by blue
arrows). Bottom inset: The field dependence of the coefficient
A= (ρ−ρ0)/Tn in the Fermi-liquid regime. The red line corresponds to
A(H)∝ (H−HA

c )−1 yielding a critical field of µ0HA
c = 30(5) mT. Top

inset: Colour-coded representation of the resistivity exponent calculated as
n= dlog(ρ−ρ0)/dlogT. The energy scales TN, T? and TFL are reproduced
from Fig. 1, top panel. The red square on the abscissa depicts HA

c , the critical
field of the divergence of the A coefficient (see bottom inset). The error
bars represent standard errors.

ref. 22 resembles our experimental observations. Also for YbAgGe,
a finite field range was reported where the resistivity exhibits
similar non-Fermi-liquid behaviour to the lowest temperatures23.
However, the specific heat of YbAgGe shows a saturation ofC(T )/T
in this field range, discarding a spin-liquid ground state24. In
contrast, preliminarymeasurements on 6% Ir down to 0.06 K reveal
a strong divergence of C(T )/T with decreasing temperature in the
field range below 50mT (not shown), supporting our claimof a spin
liquid. In addition, the susceptibility continues to increase towards
the lowest temperatures (see Fig. 2a). The experimental evidence
of such a new, non-magnetic ground state is fascinating and will
certainlymotivate future experimental and theoretical studies.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the two different QCPs as a
function of Ir/Co substitution. The following main results can
be deduced from this figure. (1) The antiferromagnetic state is
stabilized through the application of positive chemical pressure,
as expected. (2) The position of the suggested breakdown of
the Kondo effect depends only weakly on chemical pressure—
although the Kondo effect itself is known to be strongly pressure
dependent. (3) As a consequence, for positive pressure, the
antiferromagnetic QCP at HN is located in the regime with intact
Kondo screening (HN >H ?) where the SDW theory is expected to
be applicable in accordance with our observations. (4) For negative
chemical pressure, on the other hand, HN is separated from H ?

towards lower fields with an intermediate spin-liquid-type ground
state emerging. Obviously, here, antiferromagnetic order and the
Fermi-liquid ground state are not connected by a single QCP,
but are separated by a spin liquid, that is, a non-Fermi-liquid
range as previously observed for MnSi (ref. 25) and, perhaps, in
β-YbAlB4 (refs 26, 27).
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Figure 5 | Experimental phase diagram in the zero temperature limit. The
zero-temperature phase diagram depicts the extrapolated critical fields of
the various energy scales. The red line represents the critical field of T?(H)
and the green line the antiferromagnetic (AF) critical field HN. The blue and
green regions mark the Fermi-liquid (FL) and magnetically ordered ground
state, respectively. The orange region situated between these two is a
phase that resembles a spin liquid (SL). Data for Yb(Rh1−xMx)2Si2 with
2.5% Ir and 3% Co have been included. The error bars represent
standard errors.

To conclude, the application of chemical pressure provides a
wider view on the global phase diagram of YbRh2Si2 by lifting
the coincidence of the multiple energy scales in the stoichiometric
compound. The results and their interpretation presented here pose
a formidable challenge for those theories describing the breakdown
of the Kondo effect near an antiferromagnetic QCP in Kondo
lattice systems. It remains to be explored under which conditions
antiferromagnetic ordering and the Fermi-surface reconstruction
may eventually become separated as observed for YbRh2Si2 with
Ir substitution. Equally important, it needs to be understood
why in pure YbRh2Si2, the antiferromagnetic QCP coincides with
the Kondo breakdown.

Methods
Single crystals were grown from In flux, analogous to the stoichiometric samples
described earlier12. The In flux was subsequently removed in hydrochloric acid.
The presented results prove the absence of residual In. X-ray diffraction confirms
the single crystallinity. All low-temperature measurements were carried out with
the magnetic field aligned perpendicular to the crystallographic c axis, H ⊥ c .
The a.c.-susceptibility measurements were carried out at low frequencies with
a modulation field amplitude of 4 µT down to 0.02 K. As no imaginary signal
was detected, the real part χ ′ is a direct measure of the field derivative of the
magnetization. The temperature-dependent susceptibility χ ′(T ) was measured in
selected static magnetic fields. The isothermal susceptibility χ ′(H ) was measured
as a function of a field applied in addition to the modulation field. The electrical
resistivity ρ was monitored by a standard four-point lock-in technique at low
frequencies down to 0.02 K. An extremely small out-of-phase signal of less
than 1% proves the high quality of the spot-welded contacts. With the help
of low-temperature transformers, a very high sensitivity of better than 0.1 nV
was realized. In all samples, the resistivity was measured perpendicular to the
crystallographic c axis, and the magnetic field was applied parallel to the current.
The magnetic field dependence of the magnetization M (H ) was isothermally
measured in a high-resolution Faraday magnetometer down to 0.05 K (ref. 28).
Background contributions from the sample platform and the torque exerted on
the sample have been subtracted. The magnetization was analysed in the form
M̃ =M+χ ′H by fitting∫ H

0
A2−(A2−A1)/(1+ (H ′/H0)p) dH ′ (1)

to the data from which the crossover field H0 was obtained14. M̃ is preferred
for the analysis as it enables a more precise fitting compared with M itself,
although the conclusions drawn from M (H ) are identical (see ref. 14 and its
supporting online material).
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